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1 (a) Identify two threats to the Taj Mahal.  

- Air pollution from local industries (1) turning the marble from white to yellow (1) also corrosion due to acid rain. (1)
- Water pollution (1) from the Yamuna River due to over development. (1) Illegal factories and uncontrolled and unregulated development that has gone on for a number of years. (1)
- Ground water levels are sinking (1) this puts the wooden foundations in danger of exposure and damage. (1)
- Number of visitors: 3 million each year (1) overcrowding and congestion by visitors. (1)

(b) The area around the Taj Mahal is a tourist attraction, and an important religious site. Analyse the reasons why it is important that tourists behave responsibly at sites such as the Taj Mahal.  

Indicative content:

- Important in order that local people are not upset. Respecting cultures and local laws are important for good relations and the continuance of a successful religious and tourist site.
- Appropriate clothing, footwear and head coverings must be considered.
- Respecting customs and traditions creates better understanding and prevents crime and unwarranted behaviour.

Levels of Response

Level 1 (1–3) Candidate identifies/describes some possible methods. Information may be in the form of a list of ways. There is little or no attempt to discuss. The answer is basic and shows limited knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles with limited use of specialist vocabulary.

Level 2 (4–6) Candidate describes a number of possible methods. May include explanations of a number of possible ways which may be evaluated with some success. The answer is relevant and accurate and shows reasonable knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles with some use of specialist vocabulary.

Level 3 (7–9) Candidate shows a clear understanding of the question and includes a detailed identification and explanation. Candidate effectively analyses the possible methods. There is sound and frequent evidence of thorough, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles using specialist vocabulary.
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(c) Evaluate the ways in which important cultural buildings, such as the Taj Mahal, can be protected from possible negative impacts. [12]

Indicative content:

- crowd control measures
- limit numbers through different pricing mechanisms
- zoning
- education
- more guides
- reduce visitor numbers
- government intervention with policies on pollution
- laws introduced to prevent the River becoming over polluted.
- introduce a new restoration programme

Levels of Response

Level 1 (1–4) Candidate identifies/describes some possible methods. Information may be in the form of a list of ways. There is little or no attempt to discuss. The answer is basic and shows limited knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles with limited use of specialist vocabulary.

Level 2 (5–8) Candidate describes a number of possible methods. May include explanations of a number of possible ways which may be explained with some success. The answer is relevant and accurate and shows reasonable knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles with some use of specialist vocabulary.

Level 3 (7–9) Candidate shows a clear understanding of the question and includes a detailed identification and explanation. Candidate effectively assesses the possible methods. There is sound and frequent evidence of thorough, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles using specialist vocabulary.

2 (a) Explain two reasons why Segways have a low environmental impact. [2 × 2]

- They have zero emissions (1) therefore reducing impact of global warming. (1)
- More fuel efficient (1) using electric grid to recharge overnight. (1)

Answers must be taken from the stimulus only.
(b) Segways are a popular summer activity. Evaluate the likely economic impacts of adventure activities such as Segway tours all year round. [9]

- Not just seasonal employment for locals.
- Better chance for training/development and job stability which will give economic benefits all year round.
- Distributing the wealth and benefits to the community, can be spent on improving infrastructure, etc., provides income generation.
- Can be used to further market the destination and create a positive image to increase more visitors and therefore increase profits too.
- Multiplier effect.

As this is an ‘evaluate’ credit negative impacts to counter the argument:

- Seasonal employment, limiting opportunities for workers, finance and wealth opportunities
- Foreign labour may be used.
- Leakages – in suppliers, ownership and exports.

Credit all valid reasoning.

Levels of Response

Level 1 (1–3) Candidate identifies/describes some possible methods. Information may be in the form of a list of ways. There is little or no attempt to evaluate. The answer is basic and shows limited knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles with limited use of specialist vocabulary.

Level 2 (4–6) Candidate describes a number of possible methods. May include explanations of a number of possible ways which may be evaluated with some success. The explanation in the most part is accurate and relevant. The answer shows reasonable knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles with some use of specialist vocabulary.

Level 3 (7–9) Candidate shows a clear understanding of the question and includes a detailed identification and explanation. Candidate effectively evaluates the possible methods. There is sound and frequent evidence of thorough, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles using specialist vocabulary.
(c) The Segway tours in San Francisco take place in the parks and along the waterfront. During the peak periods such tourist activities may disrupt the local community. Assess how these negative impacts on the local community might be minimised. [12]

Indicative content:

- principles of carrying capacity, and sustainability – reducing number of tours and group sizes
- re-routing and consideration of new routes
- education – for tourists and private Segway tour owners
- discussion with local community, local government and Segway providers
- introduction of pricing mechanisms with benefits to the locals

Levels of Response

Level 1 (1–4) Candidate identifies/describes some possible methods. Information may be in the form of a list of ways. There is little or no attempt to assess. The answer is basic and shows limited knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles with limited use of specialist vocabulary.

Level 2 (5–8) Candidate describes a number of possible methods. May include explanations of a number of possible ways. The explanation is in the most part accurate and relevant. The answer is relevant and accurate and shows reasonable knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles with some use of specialist vocabulary.

Level 3 (9–12) Candidate shows a clear understanding of the question and includes a detailed identification and explanation. Candidate effectively assesses the possible methods. There is sound and frequent evidence of thorough, detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding of concepts and principles using specialist vocabulary.